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Summary
Objective: Performance of computerized adverse drug event (ADE) monitoring of electronic health records through a prospective ADE Monitor and ICD9-coded clinical text review operating independently and simultaneously on the same patient population for a 10-year period are compared. Requirements are compiled for clinical decision support in pharmacy systems to enhance ADE detection.

Methods: A large tertiary care facility in Utah, with a history of quality improvement using its advanced hospital information system, was leveraged in this study. ICD9-based review of clinical charts (ICD9 System) was compared quantitatively and qualitatively to computer-assisted pharmacist-verified ADEs (ADE Monitor). The capture-recapture statistical method was applied to the data to determine an estimated prevalence of ADEs.

Results: A total estimated ADE prevalence of 5.53% (13,420/242,599) was calculated, with the ICD9 system identifying 2,604 or 19.4%, and the ADE monitor 3,386 or 25.2% of all estimated ADEs. Both methods commonly identified 4.9% of all estimated ADEs and matched 62.0% of the time, each having its strength in detecting a slightly different domain of ADEs. 70% of the ADE documentation in the clinical notes was found in the discharge summaries.

Conclusion: Coupled with spontaneous reporting, computerized methods account for approximately half of all ADEs that can currently be detected. To enhance ADE monitoring and patient safety in a hospitalized setting, pharmacy information systems should incorporate prospective structuring and coding of the text in clinical charts and using that data alongside computer-generated alerts of laboratory results and drug orders. Natural language processing can aid computerized detection by automating the coding, in real-time, of physician text from clinical charts so that decision support rules can be created and applied. New detection strategies and enhancements to existing systems should be researched to enhance the detection of ADEs since approximately half are not currently detected.
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1. Introduction

Since previous studies have shown that a single gold standard to identify adverse drug events (ADEs) does not exist [1], and the most commonly used detection method of spontaneous reporting identifies only 5% of ADEs [2], multiple methods of detecting and treating ADEs are needed to enhance patient safety. Current computerized ADE monitoring of electronic health records includes prospective ADE monitoring and retrospective ICD9-coded review. Prospective surveillance requires algorithms to identify abrupt medication stop orders, antidote ordering, vital sign abnormalities and certain abnormal laboratory values resulting in alerts in the hospital and outpatient settings to facilitate timely interventions that assist in preventing serious ADEs [3, 24]. Retrospective review of unstructured clinical notes flags charts with one or more of a pre-determined list of codes that indicate a potential ADE [4-6]. Finally, pharmaceutical industry and health authority consortia are focusing on applying new analytic methods to analyze and mine data from large administrative claims and electronic medical records (EMR) databases with the hope of being able to confirm existing safety signals and discover early indications of new safety concerns about marketed medicines [7, 8].

Although the relative accuracy of detecting ADEs has been established using computerized algorithms to send alerts, and International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD9) codes to identify ADEs, comparison of these two methods has been limited [9-11]. In addition to the varying accuracy of different detection methods, the incidence of ADEs has also differed widely depending on the detection method used to calculate the incidence of ADEs. According to a June 2001 Utah Department of Health report based on its hospital discharge database, approximately 25,000 discharges from a total of one million hospitalizations from the entire state of Utah contained ICD9 codes indicating possible incidence of up to 2.5% of hospitalized patients [12].

2. Objective

This research was designed to quantify a more comprehensive and accurate understanding of ADEs by comparing and contrasting two separate mechanisms for ADE surveillance in a unique scenario at an institution with a history of focusing on patient safety improvement activities. The scenario is that computerized monitoring (through an ADE monitor) and unstructured clinical text review (through an ICD9 system) operated completely independently and simultaneously on the same patient population in the same institution for almost a decade. By directly comparing the methods during the same time period, the performance of each system was compared and an estimated prevalence of ADEs was calculated. An optimal detection strategy for ADEs can be understood through this type of comparison and tailored for other similarly sized and complex care facilities.

An advantage of the processes in place at the research location, a tertiary care medical center, is that between 1992 and 2001 the ADE monitor and ICD9 system were completely separate. ICD9 codes were collected and analyzed independent of the ADE data considered by the ADE monitor. Therefore, two independent systems to detect ADEs, with their respective retrospective datasets, were available for comparison. The strengths and weaknesses of the systems were examined to better understand how to potentially combine the features of both systems into an overarching detection capability. Evaluation of the two systems included comparing the process with which ADE data was collected and coded, reporting the quantity and quality of the ADE data, and estimating the total incidence of ADEs by considering both detection methods as having identified samples of a larger, complete set of ADEs.
3. Methods

3.1 Setting

The study took place at LDS Hospital, a tertiary care medical center and 520-bed tertiary-care teaching hospital. Located in Salt Lake City, Utah, it has an internally developed computerized information system which managed administrative, financial and clinical information since 1970 [13]. The study included 242,599 hospitalized adults whose clinical data were in an archived database at the tertiary care medical center between January 1, 1992 and December 31, 2001. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals were obtained from three IRBs, including the University of Utah, LDS Hospital, and the Utah Department of Health.

3.2 ICD9 System ADEs

Patient records in the medical center’s archived database were selected by searching for inpatient hospitalizations that contained one or more of 446 ICD9 ADE codes taken from a larger patient safety event detection code set developed by an expert panel [14]. Patient records had an average of 14 and a maximum of 44 ICD9 codes per encounter. Table 1 shows a summary of the 446 “E” and “N” ICD9 codes used to identify the patient records. Patient-identifiable data from the archived database were placed in a separate password-protected Oracle database behind the medical center’s firewall. Patient encounter numbers (unique identifiers assigned to each patient) were used to sort the database tables and identify patient data.

Medical coders at the tertiary care medical center used 3M Corporation’s Codefinder™ software to assign ICD9 codes to patient records after discharge, based on physician documentation of clinical events in the patient’s chart [15]. The software offered prompts to allow the coders to assign adverse event and poisoning codes based on whether the clinical documentation noted a condition being due to a drug, medicinal or biological substance [10].

3.3 ADE Monitor ADEs

Another separate database of ADE monitor records that was developed in 1989, contained pharmacist-identified and documented ADEs [13, 16-18]. That documented record for each verified ADE contained the computerized alert, drug name, clinical manifestation, time of occurrence, and severity of the ADE. The ADE monitor was automatically activated when a clinical event (such as a nurse documenting that a patient experienced a mental status change while being prescribed morphine) caused a rule to become true (data driven) and was also activated once each day (time driven) to alert a clinical pharmacist of hospitalized patients who may be experiencing an ADE [16]. The alerts were based on pre-defined algorithms and rules that considered all relevant and coded patient data, such as drug orders, laboratory results, nurse charting and physiologic changes from the integrated clinical database [3, 19-21]. The pharmacist verified each ADE alert by determining which drug may have been associated with the clinical manifestation experienced by the patient [22]. All ADE monitor alerts were relayed to the prescribing physicians to ensure timely therapeutic action and the documentation was stored in a database within the Clinical Information System [3, 4, 19-21, 23-25].

3.4 Matching Drugs and Codes

Approximately half of all the patients’ records that were present in both ICD9 system and ADE monitor datasets over the 10 years were randomly chosen to compare data from the systems. Two of the physician authors (GNP and YK) compared the ICD9 codes with the ADE drug names and reached consensus on which categories to match the records. For example, the category “Complete Match” corresponded to an ICD9 code that exactly matched the ADE monitor drug name (“E935.2” indicated an opiate and “Meperidine” was an opiate). An initial comparison between the two datasets consisted of establishing a matching criterion for categorizing the information present...
in the ICD9 system code assigned by the medical coder and the ADE monitor drug name assigned by the pharmacist.

3.5 Chart Review Validation

Although the details of the chart review are part of a separate paper to be submitted in parallel with the current study, 187 randomly selected records identified through the ICD9 system were used to validate the ICD9 codes. The review found that hospital-acquired ADEs occurred in 23%, while the remainder of records indicated a community-acquired ADE, intentional outpatient poisoning, coding error or ambiguous documentation [26]. An independent study conducted in the same time period [4] also found that about a quarter of ICD9-flagged patients had hospital-acquired ADEs. The patient records with hospital-acquired ADEs were categorized to determine the location of the relevant documentation in the chart, the frequency of documentation of the drug name, the clinical manifestation and the severity of the ADE.

3.6 Capture-Recapture Method

To ensure consistent quantitative comparison with only hospital-acquired ADEs, 23% of the total ICD9 ADEs were used in the calculations with the ADE monitor findings using the Capture-Recapture method [27]. Capture-Recapture is a statistical method for indirectly estimating prevalence. The overlap created between two or more random samples from two or more independent data sources, such as the ICD9 system and the ADE monitor, allow for a more accurate calculation of the prevalence of hospital-acquired ADEs. Accuracy is extremely important in ADE surveillance because no gold standard exists and quality management and clinical research activities over the past decade have reported a wide range of prevalence of ADEs. Since many ADEs are not reported or detected through either spontaneous reporting, ICD9, or ADE monitor systems, the Capture-Recapture method can give a more complete picture of ADE occurrence.

4. Results

As shown in Table 2 during the 10-year period from January 1, 1992 through December 31, 2001, the ICD9 system identified 11,977 alerts with 2,604 (23% of 11,977) estimated as hospital-acquired ADEs, and the ADE monitor generated 40,025 computerized alerts with 3,386 (8.5% of 40,025) validated as hospital-acquired ADEs. Using the Capture-Recapture method the total prevalence of ADEs in the hospitalized patient population was 13,420 (2,604*3,386/657) over the 10 years, for a total estimated ADE rate of 5.53% (13,420/242,599). As shown in Figure 1, the ICD9 system identified 2,604 or 19.4% of all estimated ADEs and the ADE monitor identified 3,386 or 25.2%, while the 657 patients identified by both methods accounted for 4.9% of the total.

Although a detailed analysis of the documented clinical manifestations and their frequencies in the ICD9 system is the subject of a separate study, a brief description is presented here. Mental status change, nausea/vomiting and allergic reaction were the most common manifestations with analgesic, anti-infective and cardiovascular drugs responsible for over half of all hospital-acquired ICD9 system ADEs. Seventy percent of the ADE-related documentation was located in the Discharge Summary and 30% in the Progress Notes, the History and Physical, or the Consultation Notes.

Table 3 shows the four categories and Table 4 shows the results from the comparison study to match drugs and codes for the patients commonly identified by the ICD9 system and ADE monitor. The records indicating an ADE were categorized according to Table 3. A “Complete Match” occurred in 51.8% (177/342) and a “Partial Match” in 10.2% (35/342) for a total match rate of 62.0% (212/342). “No Match” occurred in 32.2% (110/342) and “Drug Not Specified” occurred in 5.9% (20/342) for a total unmatched rate of 38.0% (130/342). The benefits and limitations of both detection methods are summarized in Table 5.
5. Discussion

During the 10-year period studied, an estimated 5.53% of patients hospitalized experienced an ADE, twice as much as previously estimated by the Utah Department of Health. Previous studies have found that documentation in patient charts accounted for approximately 65% of all known ADEs, with voluntary reporting and computerized monitoring accounting for the remainder with a small overlap between known ADE detection methods [1]. The Capture-Recapture method showed that the performance of the two detection methods accounts for an estimated 44.7% (19.4% from the ICD9 system, 25.3% from the ADE monitor) of ADEs. If we add the 5% estimated prevalence of ADEs from spontaneous reporting, then we can conclude that about half (44.7% + 5%) of all ADEs are picked up by these 3 methods and half are undetected by these methods in their current form.

If half of all ADEs are currently undetected, enhancements to the current detection methods, or research into new detection methods are needed. Perhaps increased emphasis should be placed on detecting ADEs occurring in the community setting, which may give insight into how to better detect them in either outpatient or inpatient settings [29, 30, 32]. In addition, research into the collection of patient reported outcomes collected through the use of validated surveys from appropriately sized statistical samples of patients who are exposed to newly available medications on the market may serve to enhance detection.

Comparing the two databases for the patients identified by both methods determined how well the two systems matched with one another. The current ICD9 system identifies potential ADEs through codes that indicate the drug class or clinical manifestation documented as causing an ADE. The ADE monitor identifies potential ADEs through pre-determined alerts sent to a pharmacist to check the medical record and interview the patient to determine if any of the prescribed drugs are causing an ADE. The matching experiment showed that the records matched completely only half the time. Although the two methods identified the same patient as having an ADE, the physician documentation of the ADE in the chart often differed from the pharmacist documentation in the ADE monitor database. To explain this, the commonly identified patients may have had different documentation of the same ADE or there may have existed two different ADEs, one picked up by each method.

The balance between the benefits and limitations of each detection method should promote their incorporation into clinical decision support systems in health care facilities capable and willing to implement them. Each method identifies different types of ADEs with only a small overlap between them. The ADE monitor is optimized as an on-site detection system for prospective monitoring of patients while they are hospitalized. The ICD9 system is optimized for public health surveillance through retrospective analysis of patient records after patients are discharged from the hospital. Thus, in its current state the ICD9 system cannot be used to reduce the severity of ADEs. Optimum use of each system will depend on the existing infrastructure of the health care facilities implementing them. To best create a prospective alerting capability from the ICD9 system, and to enhance the rule set of the ADE monitor to include signs and symptoms documented by a physician through written or dictated documentation of the clinical notes, natural language processing (NLP) technology should be implemented to create structured medical concepts and codes from which decision support rules can be applied against and alerts generated for a pharmacist or physician to review [31]. Consideration of unstructured clinical text, such as that found in discharge summaries and progress notes, enhances the ability to identify certain ADEs such as mental status changes which are important to monitor medications like analgesics, and allows a pharmacist or physician to conduct a more detailed chart review and patient interview [33, 34].

Consideration of structured medication and lab information, such as those reviewed by the ADE monitor, are important to identify allergic and idiosyncratic ADEs such as nephrotoxicity causing renal impairment from anti-infectives, and rising serum creatinine, which can best monitor medications like anti-infectives and chemotherapies, respectively. Therefore, the two systems operate in a complementary manner, each having its strength in a slightly different domain of ADEs but with a small overlap. Spontaneous reporting may have its own strength and operate under a different manner, which should also be studied to best assess its comparative role.
6. Conclusions

Public health agencies such as State Departments of Health have the resources to implement surveillance systems by aggregating administrative data into discharge databases and search the databases for codes that indicate ADEs. Hospital administrations have the resources to implement patient safety initiatives to monitor computerized lab, vitals and pharmacy data for a prospective monitoring system similar to that used by the ADE monitor at the tertiary care medical center. Technology such as NLP for the real-time coding of physician text from clinical charts, and processes underlying better quality monitoring should be investigated so that methods such as the ICD9 system and ADE monitor can operate simultaneously and accumulate knowledge on ADEs to prevent future ADEs.

**Implications of results for practitioners and/or consumers**
Safer health care can be achieved by providing practitioners with relevant and timely data on patients who may be experiencing ADEs. The integration and implementation of multiple adverse event systems, such as the ICD9 system and ADE monitor can advance the knowledge base in ADE detection and create a safer environment for patients. Health care delivery that includes methods like NLP to automatically structure clinical notes and make the structured data available for clinical decision support to flag potential ADEs could soon play a pivotal role in the global surveillance and detection strategies for ADEs.
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Fig. 1 Prevalence of ADEs estimated by the Capture Recapture method
Table 1 Summary of the 446 "E" and "N" ICD9 codes used to create ICD9 system alerts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICD9 Class</th>
<th>ICD9 Codes</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN: Adverse Effect</td>
<td>&quot;N&quot; Codes</td>
<td>909, 244.2, 292, 668, 692-693, 760, 763, 779</td>
<td>No single description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN: Poisoning</td>
<td>&quot;N&quot; Codes</td>
<td>960-979</td>
<td>Poisoning by drugs, medicinal and biological substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE: Poisoning</td>
<td>&quot;E&quot; Codes</td>
<td>E850-858</td>
<td>Accidental poisoning by drugs, medicinal and biological substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE: Adverse Effect</td>
<td>&quot;E&quot; Codes</td>
<td>E930-E949</td>
<td>Drugs, medicinal and biological substances causing adverse effects in therapeutic use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Frequency of alerts and estimated ADEs in the ICD9 system and ADE monitor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADE System</th>
<th>Frequency of ADE Alerts</th>
<th>Frequency of Hospital-Acquired ADEs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICD9</td>
<td>11,977</td>
<td>2,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADE Monitor</td>
<td>40,025</td>
<td>3,386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Four categories and examples used in the comparison between the ICD9 system and ADE monitor common patient records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ICD9 System</th>
<th>ADE Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICD9 Code</td>
<td>Description of ADE Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICD9 Code</td>
<td>Description of ADE Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Complete Match</td>
<td>E935.2</td>
<td>Other opiates and related narcotics causing adverse effect in therapeutic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meperidine 300 MG/30 CC Syringe</td>
<td>Meperidine is an opiate; Drug name matches completely with the ICD9 code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Partial Match</td>
<td>E935.8</td>
<td>Other specified analgesics and antipyretics causing adverse effect in therapeutic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morphine</td>
<td>Morphine is an opiate, so the ideal code should be E935.2; Drug name matches correctly to the first 3 digits of the ICD9 code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Drug Not Specified</td>
<td>E947.9</td>
<td>Unspecified drug or medicinal substance causing adverse effect in therapeutic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morphine</td>
<td>Morphine is an opiate; ICD9 does not indicate any drug name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No Match</td>
<td>E934.2</td>
<td>Anticoagulants causing adverse effect in therapeutic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amoxicillin</td>
<td>Amoxicillin is an anti-infective, not anticoagulant; ICD9 indicates a completely different drug class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Matching results between the ICD9 system and the ADE monitor databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of Records</th>
<th>Percentage of 342 Total Records</th>
<th>Summary Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete Match</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td>62.0% Matched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Match</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Match</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>38.0% Unmatched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Not Specified</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 Benefits and limitations of the ICD9 system and ADE monitor detection methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surveillance Method</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ICD9 System         | 1. Physician documentation is coded from the medical record with little additional cost  
                        2. Can be used for statewide ADE surveillance for hospital and community-acquired ADEs  
                        3. Can be used to confirm suspected ADEs by focusing review of unstructured physician text to look for symptoms representative of ADEs such as mental status changes caused by analgesics | 1. Information obtained from the codes is limited to the drug class involved and can be non-specific  
                        2. Without being enhanced by real-time natural language processing, codes are generated after a patient leaves the hospital  
                        3. Misses ADEs detected through patterns of lab value results |
| ADE Monitor         | 1. ADEs can be validated by a clinician at or near the time of occurrence to prevent and limit the harmful impact of ADEs  
                        2. Computerized alerts often give an indication of the potential ADE prior or during it actually occurring  
                        3. Most of the rules can be applied with an event monitor linked to a lab and pharmacy information system | 1. An information system that includes laboratory and pharmacy data is needed  
                        2. There can be a significant cost of technology, personnel and commitment from a clinician  
                        3. Does not capture serious outpatient and symptom-based ADEs |
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